The TORMAX Marine Network

TORMAX has its own network for the installation, servicing and maintenance of offshore and special water resistant equipment. With our own and associated partner organisation we cover the major ports for cruise ships, yachts and all kinds of offshore installations.

Our well-trained staff are accustomed to working in a limited time frame when ships are in harbour or docks for maintenance. Stainless steel, dust proof and impervious to water sprays, the TORMAX iMotion 2301.IP65 and iMotion 2401.IP65 are ideal for the most extreme sliding door operating environments. They meet the most stringent requirements for hygiene, water tightness and corrosion resistance. Typical applications include cruise ships, meat and food processing plants, coastal applications, oil drilling platforms, refrigeration chambers and many others where sliding doors could not previously function. With the latest edition of the TORMAX “Skipper” service software we have local or, if necessary, remote access to the system to solve any problems.

The TORMAX Marine Network is available to the world of cruise liners. With locations in Switzerland, Finland, Ireland, Germany, Italy and Miami, Florida, we can reach all major ports within a short period of time. Other harbours or locations are available on demand.
IP65 indicates the drive’s protective system:

I = international  
P = protection  
6 = dust-proof and complete protection against contact  
5 = protection against water jets from any angle

Customers benefit from excellent resistance against:

• salt water conditions  
• water jets  
• pollution

Close to Our Customers

Certified TORMAX partners who have specialised in conditions on board ships form part of the TORMAX Marine Network.

TORMAX Headquarter
marine@tormax.com  +41 (0)44 863 51 11

Our services at a glance:

• consultancy and planning for new installations  
• supply, installation and commissioning  
• repairs and maintenance  
• global service